APRIUM ROSÉ SANGRIA
BLACKBERRY MOJITO

It's time to "wine" down with this delicious three-layered flavor, combining
fruit and wine flavor notes.
Classic Cuban mint mixes with a delicious blackberry flavor to create this
instant mocktail classic.

BLUEBERRY ACAI

Did someone say superfruit? Both acai and blueberries have anthocyanins,
which have a positive impact on cholesterol levels!

BOURBON BLACK CHERRY VANILLA

This rich flavor is layered with three very distinct tastes that combine for a
wonderful, sophisticated palate.

CARAMEL MACCHIATO

Sweetened with smooth caramel, this coffee flavor will delight your taste buds
and wake you right up at the same time!

CARIBBEAN CHERRY

Enhanced with acerola cherry, this flavor is a rich natural source of Vitamins C,
A, B1, B2 and B3. Plus, it's delicious!

COCONUT LIME

Combine a smooth coconut flavor with a tart lime and you get this classic
tropical flavor. You put the lime in the coconut...

CRYIN' KEY LIME

For cryin' out loud, just trust us and try this awesomely delicious, sour lime
flavor. It'll kick you right in the mouth!

FRENCH VANILLA LATTE

Sophistication is the name of the game with this coffee flavor. Kick back and sip
on this classic.

LAVENDER LEMONADE

Sweet lemon flavor combined with the delicate taste of lavender create quite
the refreshing combo.

MAI TAI

This Polynesian flavor (made with pineapple, orange and lime) will send you
straight to the islands.

MOONFLOWER

We don't want to spoil all the fun. You're going to have to try this Kona
exclusive for yourself!

PASSION FRUIT

This South American fruit packs a scrumptious punch. Colorful and sweet, it
will not disappoint.

PINEAPPLE SUNRISE

Wake up your senses with this invigorating, tropical flavor - a sweet pineapple
flavor with just the right amount of bite.

PUCKER-UP PEACH

Pucker up, buttercup. That's exactly what you'll be doing after you try this sour
peach flavor. Totally worth it!

WATERMELON MINT

This melon/mint combo is mid-summer in a cup. It's fruity, refreshing and sure
to entice your taste buds.
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